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When you’re on vacation, why choose between a swim in the
ocean and a plunge in the pool when you can have both?

While infinity pools, no doubt, show off jaw-dropping views,
often providing the illusion that they blend with sea, ocean
pools actually do. They’re natural swimming pools, which are
replenished with fresh seawater. While they are common
throughout Australia and in some parts of Europe, like the
volcanic rock-encircled ones in Madeira, Portugal, they’ve
been noticeably absent from the Caribbean—until now.

Wymara Resort + Villas, an ultra-luxe property on Grace Bay
Beach in Turks and Caicos, just opened what they’re billing
as the Caribbean’s very first ocean pool. The 3,900 square
foot-pool is 130 feet long and 30 feet wide and is located at
the palm-dotted Sunset Cove, which has powdery soft white
sands and brilliant turquoise waters.

The new ocean pool at Wymara Resort + Villas in Turks and Caicos. WYMARA

RESORT + VILLAS

The ocean pool is part of the property’s Villa Beach Club, and
is accessible to villa guests. The ocean pool is available to
resort guests, too, via $75 per person day passes.

This unique swimming hole gets replenished with fresh
ocean water from the Atlantic. That means the pool's depths
depend on the natural tides, with the shallow end fluctuating
between 3 to 5 feet deep and the deep end measuring
anywhere from 6 to 9 feet deep.

The pool also has a soft, sandy bottom throughout and one of
the best times to dip in is during high tide, when the natural
stone walls disappear and the pool blends with the Atlantic.

Wymara Resort + Villas’ ocean pool is the brainchild of
resort owner Bruce Maclaren, a Canadian-born businessman
who spent two decades living in Australia, where ocean pools
are plentiful and date back to the 1800s.

Aerial view of the Villas Beach and ocean pool at Wymara Resort + Villas. WYMARA

RESORT + VILLAS

“While ocean pools aren’t just an Aussie thing, they do
inspire a kind of fervor there that borders on the fanatical,”
says Maclaren. “They’re probably more in the public eye now
than ever. Maybe it’s Instagram—they’re so seductive to
photograph. But having experienced the benefits of ocean
pools and the communities that evolve around them, I
thought, well, maybe we can do this here.”

More than 1,500 tons of rocks were carved out to create the
pool, which helps break the waves so you can lap swim in
saltwater. A timber deck spans the pool, giving way to a
serene setup for resort guests to sunbathe with a cocktail in
hand.

Why choose between an ocean or pool swim when you can have both? WYMARA

RESORT + VILLAS

Maclaren plans to open a new beachside restaurant and
make day passes available for the ocean pool. But for now,
the Ocean Pool at Sunset Cove Beach is exclusive to Wymara
Resort + Villa guests who can also access the poolside Tiki
Bar that serves cocktails (how does a Turks rum punch
sound?), wine, and beer.

Beyond the new ocean pool, the resort features 91 studios
and suites, a 7,000 square-foot infinity pool, a spa plus
restaurants and bars. Indigo has a focus on local and
sustainable seafood and Zest and Pink Bar serve casual fare
and creative cocktails, thoughtfully built and garnished with
ingredients like coconut ice cubes, passion fruit puree, and
edible flowers.

A short drive from the resort are the sleek and modern
Wymara Villas, which is where Sunset Cove Beach Club is
located. The grounds include a fitness center with a 25-meter
lap pool, eucalyptus steam room, a cedar sauna, tennis and
pickleball courts.
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Wireless headphones and earbuds are the perfect complement to
today’s mobile lifestyles. The latest models deliver ever-improving
sound quality and noise cancellation. All wireless headphones and
earbuds—such as the Bowers & Wilkins Px7 S2 headphones and
Sony WF-1000XM4—rely on Bluetooth. This allows you to pair
them with virtually any mobile device or computer and then
wander at least 33 feet from your playback source.

The best headphones and earbuds let you get lost in the sound that's

playing. ILLUSTRATION: FORBES / PHOTOS: RETAILERS

“The number one priority for a wireless headphone is physical
comfort in/on the ear. Even if a wireless headphone sounds
fantastic, it won’t matter if they aren’t comfortable after an
extended listening period,” said Michael Orland, associate music
director of the hit television show American Idol. Whether to buy
wireless earbuds or wireless headphones is a personal preference,
Orland adds. “It largely boils down to what you’re listening to and
where you’re listening. Do you like the smaller form factor of
earbuds? Do you want earbuds that are waterproof, since
headphones are not? Or do you prefer headphones for better noise
cancellation and a fuller sound?”

Regardless of your activity—be it commuting, working out or
chilling at home—there’s a pair of headphones or earbuds for you.
We’ve rounded up the very best wireless headphones and wireless
earbuds you can buy right now.

Best Wireless Headphones Overall: Bowers & Wilkins
Px7 S2

Best Wireless Earbuds Overall: Sony WF-1000MX4

Best Value Wireless Headphones: V-Moda S-80

Best Wireless Headphones For Everyday Use: Sony
WH-1000MX5

Best Wireless Earbuds For Everyday Use: Beats
Studio+

Best Value Wireless Earbuds: OnePlus Buds Z2

Best Wireless Headphones For Apple Users: Apple
AirPods Max

Best Wireless Earbuds For Apple Users: Apple
AirPods Pro (2nd Generation)

Best Wireless Earbuds For Android Users: Samsung
Galaxy Buds2 Pro

Best Wireless Earbuds For Working Out: Jabra Elite 7
Active

Best Noise Cancelling Headphones For Hands-Free
Calls: Bose Noise Cancelling 700

Best Noise Cancelling Headphones For Travelers:
Bose Quiet Comfort 45

Best Wireless Headphones Overall

Great Sound And Superior Comfort

JASON R. RICH FOR FORBES

Bowers & Wilkins Px7 S2

$329 $399 SAVE $70 (18%)

AT AMAZON

$329 At Amazon

$329 At Best Buy

$329 At Bowers & Wilkins

Battery life: Up to 30 hours | Water resistance rating: None |
Driver size: 40mm | Noise cancellation: Yes, active | Case:
Hardshell storage case

Best for: Listening to music and audio, and for hands-free phone
calls.

The Bowers & Wilkins Px7 S2 headphones have an elegant design
and are comfortable to wear. They also carry high-quality
components which produce impressive audio noise cancellation.
B&W’s mobile app makes it easy to pair the headphones, select
audio presets or manually adjust the audio equalizer.

These headphones feel surprisingly lightweight. After just a few
minutes, you can forget you’re wearing them. The six built-in
microphones do an excellent job at mitigating ambient sound
during music playback and hands-free phone calls. While wearing
the headphones, you can also use the touch controls to turn on, off
or adjust various features without tinkering with the mobile app.
The Px7 S2s come with a high-quality hardshell case for transport
and storage.

What the writers say: “For all types of audio–including music,
podcasts and phone calls–the Px7 S2s performed extremely well,
continuously offering clear audio that was as good or better than
the other headphones I tested,” says writer Jason R. Rich in his
review, “including those costing several hundred dollars more.”

Pros:

Cons:

Full, rich audio

Excellent noise cancellation

Mobile app offers audio presets and manual controls

No spatial audio

Best Wireless Earbuds Overall

Versatile Earbuds With Great Sound

JASON R. RICH FOR FORBES

Sony WF-1000XM4

$278
AT AMAZON

$278 At Amazon

$280 At Best Buy

Battery life: Up to 8 hours (12 hours without noise cancellation) |
Water resistance rating: IPX4 | Driver size: 6mm | Noise
cancellation: Yes, active | Case: Wireless charging

Best for: Noise-cancelling earbuds with superb audio.

The Sony WF-1000XM4 wireless earbuds have good active noise
cancellation, thanks to Sony’s Integrated Processor V1. This same
chip also enables Hi-Resolution Audio, on-device up-scaling of
your compressed music and automatic wind reduction.
Beamforming microphones focus on your voice, while bone
conduction sensors add further clarity by only detecting vibrations
from speech. If you want to hear the ambient sounds around you,
the WF-1000XM4’s transparency mode has adjustable ambient
noise detection. Go out in the rain without worrying about
damaging these earbuds; they have an IPX4 rating for water
resistance.

If you’re using these earbuds with a mobile device, they work
hands-free using the Apple Siri, Google Assistant, or Amazon Alexa
voice assistant. The WF-1000XM4 earbuds also support Google’s
handy Fast Pair for easing Bluetooth connections, along with
Windows’ equivalent Bluetooth pairing process, Swift Pair.
However, they don’t support simultaneous Bluetooth connections.
The earbuds come with a wireless charging case and a selection of
noise isolation earbud tips.

What the writers say: “What I discovered is that the WF-
1000XM4 earbuds are excellent for people who want premium
earbuds capable of performing well in a wide variety of
scenarios,” says writer Jason R. Rich in his review. “In my
experience, they performed well in an office setting, during a
commute, outside while walking the dog and traveling (by noisy
airplanes, buses and trains).”

Pros: 

Cons: 

Superior noise cancellation with transparency mode

Quick 1.5 hours battery recharge time

Hi-Res Audio (LDAC) support

Premium price

No Bluetooth multipoint

Honorable Mention: Modern Design With Excellent Sound

JASON R. RICH FOR FORBES

Bowers & Wilkins Pi7 S2

$329 $399 SAVE $70 (18%)

AT AMAZON

$329 At Amazon
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